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Course Details

• Website: https://1five9.github.io/
• Office Hours and Q&A via Discord
• (ask instructors for invite)

• Assignments via Gradescope

• 4 Homework Assignments (20% total grade)
• Final Research Project (80% total grade)
• Work in teams of 2-3 for everything

https://1five9.github.io/


Structure of the Course

• Two Topics:
• Machine Learning for Predictive Control (Ugo Rosolia)
• Neural Network Theory (Jeremy Bernstein)
• TBA: guest lectures related to these two topics

• 6 Lectures (3 weeks) per topic
• 2 Assignments per topic
• Final project on topic of your choice
• Instructors and TAs can help you choose a good project direction



Linear Models

Non-Linear Models

Overfitting Loss Functions

Learning Algorithms 
& Optimization

Supervised Learning

Unsupervised Learning

Probabilistic Modeling

Recap of CS 155



Main Lessons from CS 155

• Requirements for reliable learning:
• Large dataset
• Supervised learning signal

• Outcome:
• Reasonably good performance on validation/test set



Machine Learning for the Real World

(a) Left: Ground truth trajectories from test set with
weak macro-goal labels (boxes). Players reach their
macro-goals along non-linear paths (green, purple).
Right: Baseline rollout of representative quality. Com-
mon problems include players moving in the wrong
direction (red) or out of bounds (purple, yellow, green).
Players do not move cohesively as a team.

(b) Left: Rollout from MAGnet with the same burn-in
as in (a). All players remain in bounds. The green
player corrects its trajectory, whereas in (a) it goes off
in the wrong direction. Right: Rollout from the left
shown with its generated macro-goals. The locations
of the macro-goals suggest that the players want to set
up a formation along the 3-point line.

(c) More rollouts from MAGnet. Left: Macro-goal
generation is stable and changes only a few times per
rollout. Players often reach their macro-goals at some
point in their trajectories. Right: Rare failure case:
the green player moves out of bounds despite macro-
goals generated in bounds. This is likely due to an
under-representation of starting states in the data.

(d) Blue trajectories are ground truth. Left: The green
player takes different paths towards the same macro-
goals in 15 rollouts, suggesting that MAGnet captures
the variability of the data. Right: Macro-goals are
manually fixed to guide the green player towards the
basket and then the bottom-left, demonstrating that
macro-goals cab control state predictions in rollouts.

Figure 2: 50-frame rollouts starting from the black dots. A 10-frame burn-in period is applied for all
rollouts (unless otherwise stated as ground truth), marked by dark shading on the trajectories.

Details of Models. We combine MAGnet with VRRNs by modeling the conditional distributions
of the agents and macro-goals in Eq. (5) as separate VRNNs. The baseline is a VRNN whose decoder
splits into 5 separate decoders, one for each player, conditioned on the same latent variable zt. We use
memory-less 2-layer fully-connected networks for priors, encoders, and decoders, and 2-layer GRU
memory cells for hidden states. Both models have a latent space dimension of 80 (40 for macro-goals
and 8 per agent in MAGnet), and are also conditioned on the previous positions of the players. We
use a learning rate of 0.0005 and compare models that achieve the best log-likelihood on the test set.

Results. Both models achieve comparable quantitative performance (log-likelihood ⇠ 2350 nats
per test sequence), but rollouts from MAGnet are of significantly higher quality3, shown and analyzed
in Figure 2.4 For instance, trajectories generated by MAGnet are much more realistic and cohesive as
a team, whereas frequent problems exhibited by the baseline involve players moving in the wrong
direction or out of bounds. Furthermore, we observe that: 1) macro-goals allow us to interpret each
player’s long-term goals and how they change over time (Figures 2b, 2c); 2) macro-goals influence a
player’s trajectory (Figure 2d); and 3) MAGnet captures the variability of the data (Figure 2d).

Future work. Our results suggest several directions for further investigation: 1) developing a
better theoretical understanding of the optimal hierarchical latent structure; 2) learning MAGnet
without weak macro-goal supervision; 3) validating MAGnet on other modalities and domains; and
4) exploring more probabilistic structures such that the model generalizes better with more agents
(e.g. with the ball and defensive players), deeper hierarchies, and over longer time horizons.

3Higher log-likelihoods do not necessarily indicate higher quality of generated samples [Theis et al., 2015].
4More rollouts can be viewed at https://ezhan94.github.io.
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Course Topics

• Predictive Control
• Sequential decision making
• Design controllers using learning

• Safety considerations
• Distribution shift

• Neural Network Theory
• Designing reliable learning algorithms

• Minimize hyperparameter tuning
• Thinking about generalization

• Deep learning can memorize training set
• What about overfitting? Img src: 

https://www.pyimagesearch.com/2019/10/14/why-is-my-
validation-loss-lower-than-my-training-loss/

https://www.pyimagesearch.com/2019/10/14/why-is-my-validation-loss-lower-than-my-training-loss/


Questions?



First Challenge: Dynamics & Control

• Sequential decision making

• Your “state” evolves based on actions

• Training data may not cover test instances

• Constraints such as safety



First Topic: Predictive control & model-based RL

Discrete State Space Continuous State Space Hybrid State Space



Main Focus: Continuous State Spaces
Why?
► Easy to express constraints.

► e.g., stay within the lane boundaries.

► Low-level control actions are continuous.
► e.g. torque send to the engine.

► Performance metrics are easy to specify.
► e.g., minimize the derivative of the 

acceleration.



Main Focus: Continuous State Spaces
Tools:
► Model Predictive Control
► System Identification (aka “supervised” model learning)
► Model-based Approximate Dynamic Programming (aka Model-based RL)



Main Focus: Continuous State Spaces

Predicted Trajectory

Safe Region

Predicted  Cost

Tools:
► Model Predictive Control
► System Identification (aka “supervised” model learning)
► Model-based Approximate Dynamic Programming (aka Model-based RL)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNdH9YFzTV4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNdH9YFzTV4


Outline
Week #1: 
► Discrete MDPs
► Optimal Control

Week #2: 
► Model Predictive Control
► Model Predictive Control: Feasibility and Stability

Week #3: 
► Learning Model Predictive Control (LMPC)
► Uncertain LMPC

Quick Recap:
1. Dynamic Programming
2. Optimal Control

MPC fundamentals

Learning + MPC

Spoiler Alert: In the continuous settings, we will use ideas inspired by the discrete case!



Homework
Homework:

► Mostly coding given a python template.
► Goal: get familiar with optimization-based controllers.

Office hours:
► Monday and Wednesday @ 3PM
► For email CS159 in the subject!

Slides:
► More details than what we will cover in class.
► Use them as lectures notes.
► HW will be only on topics covered in class.

Final Project:
► Based on research interests.
► Encouraged to combine Part I and Part II of this class.
► Review project is also an option (Review and code existing RL algorithms. Reach out to instructors for details).



Questions?


